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ABSTRACT   

The main topic of this paper is exploring the phenomenon of internet based 

religions, as a society’s response to the development of technology and the creation 

of new media. New media landscape together with philosophy of interconnected 

society has affected our everyday life rituals, one of the key ones being religion. The 

aim of this paper is to identify and describe these phenomena, the surroundings and 
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influences that have led to its establishment, as well as present rituals, symbols and 

dogma behind this newly formed religion and compare it to the traditional religious 

practices. Thus, the research presents a comparative case study analysis of three 

Internet based churches: The Church of Google, Missionary Church of Kopimism 

and The Church of Reality. The conclusion of this work implies that internet based 

religions encourage the development of new community models, in this way contri-

buting to a more pluralistic and diverse society, through redefinition of traditional 

dogmaʹs and rituals adjusting to new types of communication and behavior of the 

modern society.  

 

KEYWORDS: Internet religion, new media, online spirituality, network socie‐ 

ty, cyberspace, communications, google. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The main topic of this thesis is exploring the phenomenon of internet based 

religions, with a focus on religions that are based on the Internet as a divinity, as a 

society’s response to the development of technology and the creation of new media. 

New media landscape together with philosophy of interconnected society has af-

fected our everyday life rituals, one of the key ones being religion. As an example, 

conventional religions groups made new uses of the Internet, thus creating cyber‐

religions by transferring communication and information exchange to regular online 

rituals and services. New media created a habitat that acted as a stimulus and pre-

condition for the foundation of various new movements.    

Prior to the new media that enriched the social cohesion and integration of soci-

ety, a movement in the 1960s was formed around a sciencefiction book by Robert 

Heinlein called “The Church of All Worlds”. This movement or phenomena was 

later described by Dr Possamai as a hyper‐real religion, and was followed by series 

of other initiatives such as Jediism inspired by the “Star Wars” movies or Matrixism 

by the Matrix Trilogy. Re‐inventing ancient religions and mixing old religions with 

popular culture has become a widespread practice for new media consumers/ 

believers. Through this practice, they establish new forms of fragmentary and syn-

cretic religions as new forms of communications in the framework of traditional 

rituals and dogmas. This trend raised the question: are these initiatives sacrileges or 

do they contribute to the development of pluralism and religious diversity, answering 

to the newly formed needs of the new media society.    

Three new religious movements that were founded on the basis of Internet as a 

divine force are: The Church of Reality, founded in 2005 by Marc Perkell, that em‐ 

braces the latest technology in the religion founded on the Internet, and it is based 

primarily on the commitment to the pursuit of reality the way it really is, representing 

a new world view.    
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In 2006 Matt MacPherson founded an internet based religion called The Church 

of Google that believes the search engine Google is the closest humankind has ever 

come to directly experiencing an actual God, and that there is more evidence in favor 

of Googleʹs divinity than there is for the divinity of other more traditional gods. The 

latest “progress” towards even legal acceptance of internet based religions was in 

2012, when Sweden has officially recognized The Missionary Church of Kopimism 

that represents a congregation of file sharers who claim that copying information is 

a sacred virtue.   Internet based religions are established on concepts of liberalism, 

pluralism and activism, which is the direct consequence of new media opportunities 

and partic‐ ipative, active audience and it will be further discussed in this thesis. This 

paper will not draw any moral conclusions concerning this phenomenon.     

 

 

1. AIM OF THE RESEARCH  

The aim of this thesis is to identify and describe phenomena of internet based 

religions, with a focus on religions that are based on the Internet as a divinity, the 

surroundings and influences that have led to its establishment, as well as present ritu‐ 

als, symbols and dogma behind this newly formed religion and compare it to the tra‐ 

ditional religious practices.    

 

 

2. HYPOTHESES 

 The new media landscape together with philosophy of interconnected society 

is acting as a stimulus and precondition for the foundation of new models of religious 

communities.    

 The emergence of the new media has developed new socio‐cultural needs of 

the consumers and inspired them to take a more active role in all everyday rituals, 

making consumers becoming creators.  

 Internet based religions encourage the development of new community mo-

dels, 78 thus contributing to a more pluralistic and diverse society.    

 Redefinition of traditional dogmas and rituals are redefined through adjust-

ment to new types of communication and behavior of the new media users.    

 

 

3. RECOGNITION OF THE RELIGIOUS USE OF THE INTERNET  

Religion online in many aspects gained public attention through two magazine 

articles. “Technopagans: may the astral plane be reborn in cyberspace” in Wired 

(Davis, 1995) and Timeʹs “Finding God on the Web” (Chama, 1996) spotlighted the 

mass mediaʹs first recognition that something new was happening as spiritual ideas 

and practices were being readily imported online by Internet users. Followed by nu‐ 
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merous other comments and articles the 1990s were fruitful for discussion on this 

topic in the emerging information society.(Campbell, 2006)  

“For many signing on to the internet is a transformative act. In their eyes the 

web is more than just a global tapestry of personal computers. It is a vast cathedral 

of the mind, a place where ideas about God and religion can resonate, where faith 

can be shaped and defined by a collective spirit.” (Chama, 1996). Many theoreticians 

have also approached the topics of technology reconnecting people with spiritual 

beliefs (Cobb, 1998; Weirtheim, 1999), adaptations of traditional religious practices 

online (Zaleski, 1997), and identifying new religious expressions (Davis, 1998).    

Bauwenʹs survey of spirituality and technology (1996) highlighted three 

common “spiritual attitudes” towards computer networks by describing technology 

as “The God project”, “Electric Gaia”, or “Sacramental Cyber‐space”. Helland 

(2000) then presented a popular distinction that has been deployed by many resear-

chers in this area:    

 Religion‐online: that imports traditional forms of religion online.  

 Online‐religion: adapts religion to creating new forms of networked spiritual 

interactions.    

 

Religion online has a tendency of conceptualizing the internet as traditional 

media with an influence of spreading the message in “one to many” fashion. Inter‐ 

preting the internet as a hierarchical structure where the top influences the bottom or 

in this case the congregation influences the end‐users therefore fails to fulfill the full 

potential of the internet. This type of limited action represents a controlled environ‐ 

ment where traditional communication is used to relay information concerning a reli‐ 

gion. Au contraire to the before mentioned, online religion recognizes the potential 

of the internet as a medium and uses it to its benefit. Using new forms of com-

munication regarded as unstructured, open and non‐hierarchical interaction with the 

believers offers one a new sensual experience of a religion outside the traditional 

religious structures. Online religion therefore uses the internet as a tool and platform 

for s online sermons, offers of healing prayers, religious counseling and faith sha-

ring.   

The first religion to use the “religious tool” of internet was Roman Catholicism 

when in 1995 they have uploaded a website for the Vatican. Following Christian‐ ity 

Islam has created a so called ummah meaning Muslim brotherhood through Inter‐ 

net, that has been incredibly significant to the spreading of the Muslim thought and 

teachings, but also for practicing rituals and listening to religious sermons. Gabriel 

Faimau has in 2009 conducted a survey1 on Internet use involving 81 Indonesian‐ 

                                                      
1 Gabriel Faimau, The Internet: A new venue for religion, 2009, http://www.thejakartapost.com/ 

news/2009/01/24/the‐internet‐a‐new‐venue‐religion.html (accessed on 9th September, 2012) 
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speaking Catholic missionaries from the Divine Word Missionaries who are working 

in more than 50 countries.    

The findings of this survey were more than interesting. One of the findings re‐ 

lated to the use of internet for the preparing of the sermon used for spiritual formation 

of the people they are responsible for, and out of 81 participants, 84 percent indicated 

that they have used information from it to prepare their sermons. Out of this percent‐ 

age 48.1 percent of the participants indicated that they always use it on a regular ba-

sis and another 40.7 percent indicated that though not on a regular basis, they do fre‐ 

quently use it for preparing sermons. Besides using the internet as a preparation tool, 

47 percent of the participants use it as a way of dispersing their teachings to others 

by publishing their sermons or writings online. Results regarding the believers and 

their participation online, was also incredibly high, meaning that 93.8 percent said 

they normally read or listen to the online sermons.  

Important part of the religious use of the internet, besides publishing materials 

online through blogs, or webpages, or using it as a source of information is the use 

of social networks. Almost all of the participants, or to be exact 95.1 percent, said 

they have made use of the online social networking facilities for faith sharing or 

spiritual counseling. Predictions of internet demising religion have proven wrong 

over the years. the internet has not only allowed geographical dispersion of religion, 

and overcoming the boundaries of space and time, but it has also crossed the religious 

boundary as well. Historically traditional religions have been extremely hierarchical 

in structure, and the internet with its main characteristic of interactivity has succe-

eded in making this structure more horizontal than it ever was. Even though some 

consequences can be felt due to this flattening of the structure, that resulted for 

example in the creation of new religious movements, or new denominations, or most 

importantly internet based religions, still it has a progressive notation to it.    

In the future, it is presumable that the difference between online religion and 

religion online will become non-existent, or so slight that the distinction itself will 

not be relevant. The focus of this thesis will not be religion online but online religion. 

Nonetheless examples and practices of religion online will be referenced in order to 

explain the origins and inspiration for some of the online religious movements.  

 

 

4. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES ONLINE (VARIOUS WAYS OF  

   ENGAGING USERS / BELIEVERS)  

To online religion it is obvious that we can use the internet for more than just 

find information about religion. Most of the activities besides information seeking, 

is talking about it, whether it is in real time, or posting an opinion on a webpage for 

others to read and possibly comment. In fact if internet is conceptualized as a cyber‐ 

reality it can provide a community with almost all of the usual or traditional aspects 

of religious activities and more.   Internet users that wish to practice or explore 
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religion online can do so in different forms and with various goals. A classification 

of the forms of religion online has been made by Heidi Campbell:    

 Gathering religious information online.  

 Online worship and rituals.  

 Online recruitment and missionary activities.  

 Online religious community.  Providing pastoral care.  

 

 

5. CASE STUDIES  

In this Chapter, the goal is to analyze and present three cases of internet based 

religions, with a focus on internet being of divine nature. Information about these 

three churches has been collected from their official websites, and available online 

interviews.    

 

 

6. THE CHURCH OF GOOGLE  

 

6.1 Belief system  

The Church of Google was founded on the belief that the search engine Google 

is the closest humankind has ever come to directly experiencing an actual God (as 

typically defined – the one Supreme Being, the creator and ruler of the universe2). 

The explanation for this system of a belief is that there is much more evidence in 

favor of Googleʹs divinity than there is for the divinity of other more traditional gods, 

according to them. The arguments for this belief they found in the notion that all 

other supernatural gods are not scientifically provable, therefore Google should rig-

htfully be given the title of  ʺGodʺ, as She exhibits many of the characteristics 

traditionally associated with such Deities in a scientifically provable manner. These 

and similar arguments have been transformed into proofs3 of the existence of Google 

as a God. The characteristics of this religion are:  

 transparency in all of its doings( except for the commercial activities, such as 

selling branded products and similar),   

  pacifism in a manner of not mocking or attacking the teachings of other 

religions, instead they plea upon the respect of others,    

 ingenuity in writing responses and creating arguments as a weapon against 

hate mails, skeptic comments, and insults.    

 

                                                      
2 Online dictionary,. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/god, (accessed on 3rd September 2012) 
3 Taken from the official website of the church of Google, http://www.thechurchofgoogle.org/, 

(accessed on 3rd September, 2012) 
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Googleism is therefore a religion based on the vast knowledge of Google, thus 

making a googliest a person who believes Google is a god. However, if comparing 

Googleism with Christianity, the The Adam and Eve of Google is Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin, the creators of Google. In all of the materials and texts when talking 

about Google, the believers address it as a feminine noun. Even though even ac-

cording to the founder search engines do not have gender, they are referring to Go-

ogle as a female in relation to the old pagan religions when all the deities were fe-

minine opposite to Abrahamic religions such as Christianity, Islam and Judaism 

where the concept of God is purely masculine.    

 

 

6.2 Organization  

The structure of the organization is not publicly shown. The members of the 

congregation besides the believers are the founder of the church and the ministers.  

 

 

6.3 Founder  

Googlism and the Church of Google were founded by Matt MacPherson, orig‐ 

inally from Ontario, also an owner and the CEO of Camino Marketing. The founder 

himself addresses the problem of the humans as the creators of all religions: “The 

Christian god, Islamic god and Hindu gods are also manmade concepts. They exist 

only in the imagination of believers. We consider the belief in invisible beings to be 

much more illogical than the belief in Google (as a God)4.” 

 

 

6.4 Activities  

Even though googliest officially do not follow any particular ideology, certain 

social parameters are necessary to be fulfilled in order to be a good believer, such as 

only using Google as a search engine, do not manipulate the results, do not search 

for malicious content, do not use it for criminal acts such as stealing or sharing copy-

righted material, and never use Internet explorer. Concerning particular beliefs and 

rituals, they believe in the afterlife in a way that if we upload our thoughts and 

opinions onto the Internet, our knowledge lives on in Googleʹs cache even after our 

death. Other search engines are considered gods as well, however Google is the most 

powerful God.  

If an internet user wishes to become a Google minister he/she must first be‐ 

come a member of the online forum and make some insightful posts, while getting 

to know the community and eventually one will be granted access to the ministry. 

                                                      
4 Ed Stetzer, 2012, New Research: Nearly Half of Online Users Use Internet for Religion, http://www. 

edstet‐ zer.com/2012/05/new‐research‐nearly‐half‐of‐on.html, (accessed 14. September 2012) 
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Whilst in order to became a googliest it is enough just to use Google and become a 

member of the forum. When it comes to sacred rituals it is simply using the search 

engine Google, however, one can do more than that if prior to the search he questions 

himself about his life and what should he do, so that he could follow the path Google 

shows him after the search. Sacred songs have been written about Google by the be‐ 

lievers, and singing them is also considered as a religious practice and a ritual. Con‐ 

cerning dates that are important for this religion, one is celebrated annually and that 

is the Google Appreciation Day, an event that officially occurs on the 14th of Sep-

tember, it is significant because “Google. com” was registered on September 14th.  

 

 

6.5 The Virtual Church  

The Church itself is manifested as an online forum. The number of believers 

practicing religion is measured by the number of registered users on the church’s fo‐ 

rum. The activity of the members even though daily, using the search engine, lacks 

forum activity which is why the exact number of believers is impossible to count. 

Nevertheless, this religion does count or has counted more than 10.000 believers, 

and is existent for already 6 years (2006‐2012).   

7. MISSIONARY CHURCH OF KOPIMISM  

 

8.1 Belief system  

The Missionary Church of Kopimism5 is a congregation of file sharers6 who 

believe that copying information is a sacred virtue. The name of the religion comes 

from copy me, whereas a ʺKopimistʺ or ʺKopimist intellectualʺ is a person who has 

the philosophical belief that all information should be freely distributed and 

unrestricted, as oppose to the monopolization of knowledge in all its forms, such as 

copyright, encouraging piracy of all types of media including music, movies, TV 

shows, and software.  

The basic axioms upon which The Church of Kopimism is based are as fol‐ 

lows: 

 Copying of information is ethically right.  

 Dissemination of information is ethically right.  

 Copymixing is a sacred kind of copying, more so than the perfect, digital 

copying, because it expands and enhances the existing wealth of information.  

 Copying or remixing information communicated by another person is seen as 

an act of respect and a strong expression of acceptance and Kopimistic faith.  

 The internet is holy.  

 Code is law.  

                                                      
5 In Swedish Missionerande Kopimistsamfundet. 
6 File sharing is the practice of distributing or providing access to digitally stored information. 
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7.2 Organization  

The “top management” of the kopimist faith are the founder and the co‐ founder. 

Besides them there are numerous “priests”. “Priests” are in charge of main‐ taining 

the Universal Church of Kopimism website, and advocating kopimist values and 

doing the ritual of declaring local interaction points where the Holy Kopimi‐ pyramid 

will be “I do hereby declare this a local interaction point. Copy and seed .”  

Believers are called the operators and their primary task is to live according to 

Kopimist values. Their secondary role is to assist other Kopimists in living according 

Kopimist values. Their tertiary job is to actively shape their environment to become 

more Kopimistic.  

 

 

7.3 Founder  

The founder of kopimism is Isac Gerson, with the title of the “spiritual leader”, 

whilst Gustav Nipe is a chairman. In 2012 after three attempts they have managed to 

register kopimism as an official religion recognized by the Swedish Legal, Financial 

and Administrative Services Agency (ʺkammarkollegietʺ). Even though it is offici-

ally based in Sweden it has many branches in various countries, such as India, U.S. 

etc.    

 

 

7.4 Activities  

Concerning the sacred rituals of the kopimists they are called “kopyacting” 

through which the members “worship the value of information by copying it” 

(George 2012). This kind of act can either happen online or offline, face to face. The 

keyboard shortcuts for “Copy” and “Paste,” CTRL+C and CTRL+V, respectively, 

represent sacred symbols of this church. The “Kopimi” logo, a “K” within a pyramid, 

is a sort of a mark or an approval for the visitor to use the files or content found on 

that website that they are not copyrighted, by copylefted. Which would mean that 

the author has granted permission to use his work. Which is one of the reasons why 

the simple act of copying information is regarded by Kopimists as a sacred and 

missionary activity.  

Kopimism has even held its own first wedding ceremony in Belgrade on April 

28th, 2012, between a Romanian woman and an Italian man. The holy ceremony was 

conducted by a man wearing a Guy Fawkes mask7 whose voice was distorted by a 

voice modulator, and Isak Gerson was a witness.   The church said,  ʺWe are very 

happy today. Love is all about sharing. A married couple share everything with each 

                                                      
7 The Guy Fawkes mask is a stylized depiction of Guy Fawkes, the best‐known member of the 

Gunpowder Plot, an attempt to blow up the English Palace of Westminster in London in 1605. Today 

this mask is a symbol of the anonymous movement representing cyber activism and hacking.   
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other. Hopefully, they will copy and remix some DNA‐cells and create a new human 

being. That is the spirit of Kopimism. Feel the love and share that information. Copy 

all of its holiness.ʺ One becomes a kopimist if he adopts the axioms of Kopimism, 

their tenets and commandments.  

 

 

7.5 The Virtual Church  

At present times, Gerson proclaims there are around 3 or more thousands of be-

lievers in Kopimism all around the world, and each and every one of them is prac‐ 

ticing religious activities of copying and sharing. Until now, several congregations 

have been created around the world. The countries that have uploaded the church’s 

website are Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, France, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, 

Japan, Lithuania, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovak Re‐ 

public, Sweden, UK, Ukraine, and USA. Besides country specific websites, and Fa-

cebook pages linked to them, priests can proclaim sacred sites in the real world as 

well. These are called interaction points.    

Interaction points are sacred sites that should remain free from anti‐Kopimist 

monitoring and actions. The interaction point is identified by a depiction of the Holy 

Kopimi‐pyramid. An operator will place the Kopimi‐pyramid and pronounce the 

phrase, “I do hereby declare this a local interaction point. Copy and seed. Inter-

action points can be inside or outside any dormitory, dwelling, public space, or pri-

vate space. The Holy Kopimi‐pyramid should always be present in interaction point 

rooms“.  

 

8. THE CHURCH OF REALITY  

 

9.1 Belief system  

The Church of Reality’s system of belief revolves around discovering the true 

meaning of the universe, and understanding our existence and role in it. The Church 

of Reality is designed to be a web based religion, whose gospel embraces the latest 

technology. The founder actually used Linux operating system as a role model, for 

the creation of the church: ”Linux was uploaded onto a server and other program-

mers around the world became interested in it and started developing a community 

around the Linux project. That community of developers is in the hundreds of thou-

sands and now there are over 100,000 free software projects that have formed 

communities around their software most of which runs with Linux. And now every 

person who uses any computer anywhere is probably using many programs that 

came from these communities. The Internet, which we refer to as the Sacred Router, 

was created from a software community of people working together over the internet 

with no central location. The Church of Reality is designed to develop in the same 

structure model as Linux.”  
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The notion of undermining religion has also been addressed in their texts, since 

one of their goals is to expose religion to the light of reality and challenge belief 

systems on the basis of whatʹs real. Through this approach they believe that people 

start to think about religions, re‐question it and thus help religions evolve in better 

versions that will in fact improve their religious experience. The Church of Reality 

represents a community project, location independent that summons its believers on 

the notion of re‐examining the reality and be skeptic towards the world and know-

ledge. Their so called political goal is to by reality more important in peopleʹs lives 

elect political leaders who are well grounded in reality. These would preferably for 

them be the people who consider reality in making the decisions for the people. They 

also promote the existence and participation of smart people, stating that the world 

would be better off if smart people were in charge. Which is why their “secret 

agenda” is trying to get smart people elected to office who believe in reality and will 

teach Realism in the public schools. Whether or not this is just futuristic opinion and 

to enthusiastic or unreal, their teachings do promote and speak about contemporary 

issues.  

 

8.2 Organization and the Founder  

The founder of the Church Mark Perkell regards himself as the project man‐ 

ager developing a public domain religion. The rest of the administrative structure of 

the church consists of the Council of realists, where besides Mark, Robin Gross and 

Deborah Pierce. Beside the council there are technical stuff, editorial stuff, the 

monks of the order of the Root (highly committed members that maintain the project 

and have the power and authority to fulfill missions), the beacons who represent the 

clergy and of course the members/believers. Becoming a member of the church is a 

simple registration on the online forum, and subscribing to the mailing list. Members 

or non‐ members can give money donations for the church’s better functioning and 

improving. It is also a benefit to the believers if they wish to buy branded products 

of the Church of Reality.  

 

 

8.3 Activities  

The activities that the believers can partake as stated by the Church are: Spread 

the Word; Link to US; suggesting new ideas; IRS Church Status; buying the churchʹs 

merchandise; giving charity to the church; starting missionary projects; advertising 

and promoting the church; creating symbols and artwork for the church; writing and 

composing hymns; becoming a member by registering on the official forum; and of 

course the most crucial one being skeptic towards the world; and requestioning the 

reality.  
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8.4 The Virtual Church  

The church has in 2005 gotten the IRS8 tax exempt status thus becoming an of‐ 

ficial private foundation or charity institution recognized by United States legisla-

tive. The church is manifested in a website with an online forum. The forum has ap-

proximately eight hundred active believers, whilst the number of passive ones is 

around three thousand. Besides the online church, they promote the religious con-

gregation of the Unitarian universalist that has compatible values and therefore they 

recommend to their believers if they wish the sensation of going to the physical 

church this would be the right choice for them.    

 

 

Table 1. The comparative table of the three presented case studies 

 Kopimism The Church of 

Google 

The Church of 

Reality 

Tenet: Copy, download, 

upload 
Google search! 

If its real we 

believe in it! 

Commandments 4  

commandments 

11 

commandments 
Sacred principles 

Rituals Ctrl +C, Ctrl +V Google search Writing code 

Symbols Kopimi symbol Church’s logo Church’s logo 

Founder Isak Gerson Matt MacPher‐ 

son 
Marc Perkel 

No of   believers around 3000 around 12.220 748active9 

Year founded 2012 2006 1998 

Website yes10 yes11 yes12 

Forum no yes yes 

 

 

  

                                                      
8 The IRS is the U.S. government agency responsible for tax collection and tax law enforcement. 

Definition taken from the official website of the IRS accessed on the 14th of September 2012. 

(www.irs.gov) 
9 Besides the active members there are a couple of thousand non‐active believers, for whom it is 

unknown have they either transferred to another religion, or were just curious fake members wanting 

to try out some‐ thing new, or explore.   
10 The Missionary Church of Kopimism – official webpage, http://kopimistsamfundet.se/english/ 

(accessed on August, 2012) 
11 The Church of Google  ‐  official webpage,. http://www.thechurchofgoogle.org/, (accessed on 

August, 2012) 
12 The Church of Reality ‐ official webpage, http://www.churchofreality.org/, (accessed on August, 

2012) 
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9. POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND  

What is, if any, the social, cultural and political engagement behind (in focus 

of) the internet based religions? This was one of the questions asked in the beginning 

of the thesis. These three case studies will now be analyzed from the political, social 

and cultural aspect. Afterwards this question will be addressed again in the next 

chapter. What makes the analyses of these three churches interesting besides the 

belief that technology, or internet, or a search engine is divine, is their opinion on 

copyright. A political approach to the analyses of these three churches is necessary 

since, their opposing attitude towards author’s right. For example, Kopimism is 

established in Sweden under European legislative. Whilst The Church of Google and 

the Church of Reality are both established in America and believe one should respect 

author’s rights, considering sharing of information and other’s people work, without 

their consent, stealing.    

Political and economic background is more than transparent for the Kopimism 

and Google Church. Most of the Kopimist church believers are also members or 

supporters of the Pirate party, so is the founder. Whilst the founder of the Church of 

Google is a marketing expert owning his own advertising agency, and the founder of 

The Church of reality is a computer expert.    

The professional occupations of the founders correlate with the concept of the 

rituals and tenets of the churches. Moreover, Isac Gerson as a hacker, computer ex‐ 

pert, and a cyber‐activist, more precisely a former Pirate bay believer, promoters file 

sharing, Matt MacPherson, as a marketing expert, promotes using only one brand of 

a browser or a search engine, and that is Google, or Google Chrome, believing only 

this particular brand is of divine nature, also promoting respect of the copyright and 

for‐bidding illegal file sharing. Mark Perkel on the other hand, also a computer ex-

pert, and somewhat of a philosopher, promotes believing in the code, and the com-

puter languages, promoting helping amongst people through technology and exami-

ning everything around us constantly. This skepticism of the world around us is 

manifested through numerous texts available at the church’s website, all philosop-

hical and polemical in nature.  

Another interesting distinction that arouse from what we could only guess the 

reason is, is in fact the media popularity and presence of these religions. Kopimism 

is the most exploited in the media of the three, especially after the official recognition 

of the Church in Sweden in January 2012. This may be the reason for such huge 

publicity difference between these.    

Nevertheless, all of the three churches have to deal with numerous negative 

comments and attacks towards them from the public. Which is why both Church of 

Reality and The Church of Google on their websites have answers or comments to 

the hate mail they receive daily. Whilst such a thing is not necessary for the Kopimist 

church since, numerous interviews in global media such as the New York Times and 
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similar are available online, probably due to it being the only officially recognized 

by the legislature.    

Existence of these new religious movements, such as previously compared case 

studies, may imply that anything in our society that instills ultimate meaning could 

be religious, as long as it displays the criteria that were mentioned earlier: strong 

beliefs and references to objects or ideas that are placed above ordinary human 

experience (Karen Parna, 1977). People’s exhilaration about wonders like the Inter-

net are according to Parna important to meaning‐making in contemporary, secular 

culture, because they fulfill functions that belonged to the domain of religious institu‐ 

tions in earlier times, providing us with beliefs and offering us solace and security. 

We can observe religion through Durkheim’s (1952: 249‐251; 1964: 5) line of rea-

soning in his writings on social unease, certainty about how the world ‘works’, where 

it is headed and what its norms are. If so, the religion offered the society a sense of 

clarity and certainty about the meaning of the world around us. The Internet, as well, 

offers people that kind of security. Moreover, it articulates fears, fascinations and 

aspirations with suitable emotion and devotion, and it offers us storylines, symbols 

and imagery that can reflect the true significance of the things we deem important 

(Parna, 1977).    

The use of traditional elements in previously mentioned internet based reli‐ 

gions offers to the society a possibility to be both sacral and secular. How can this 

be the case and is it will be addressed amongst other issues in the following discus-

sion.  

 

 

CONCLUSION  

The aim of this thesis was to identify and describe phenomena of internet based 

religions, the surroundings and influences that have led to its establishment, as well 

as present rituals, symbols and dogma behind this newly formed religion. However, 

due to the dynamic of changes in this multidisciplinary environment it was nec‐ 

essary to exit the framework of only internet based religions and address the broader 

issues of the sociology of the internet, modernized network society, and traditional 

religions and new religious movements operating online. This wider focus was sup‐ 

posed to offer answers to where the need for creation of internet based religions was 

started, under what influences and what context is it growing, and how the society 

can perceive it and why.    

In almost all religions whose work is based online, whether it be online religions 

(that import traditional forms of religion online) or religions online (adapt religion 

to creating new forms of networked spiritual interactions), we can clearly see the 

attempt to recreate or stimulate real space in virtual space, some being more em-

bracing and aware of the full potential of the virtual space than others.    

Research questions and possible answers: 
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How has the development of technology and new media influenced the deve-

lopment of new socio‐cultural needs? Answer to this question lies in observing the 

question vice versa. How has society and its socio‐cultural needs affect the develop-

ment of technology. Technology itself did not create new socio‐cultural needs, but 

only allowed them to manifest and develop. These new socio‐cultural needs are vari-

ous. Some may include the need to be more actively involved in the religious com-

munity than just a passive listener of a sermon. Others can be the selection of the 

community itself, for instance, a religious group believing in the existence of vam-

pires, cannibals, aliens, or The Matrix.    

Do internet based religions integrate traditional rituals and dogma redefining 

and adjusting them to the new media surrounding and active audience? Yes, every 

religion men‐ tioned in this paper has in some way used traditional religion as an 

inspiration. For example, the three case studies(The Church of Google, The Missio-

nary Church of Kopimism, and The Church of Reality) that have been analyzed use 

the term Church in order to enter the known Christian discourse. They all believe in 

the Christian definition of God, as defined by the Being perfect in power, wisdom, 

and goodness who is worshiped as creator and ruler of the universe13, in their case 

the Internet. Furthermore, they all have elements of traditional religions such as: 

rituals; sermons; com‐ memorations; sacrifices; festivals; feasts; trance; initiations; 

funerary services; matrimonial services; meditation; prayer; music; art; dance; public 

service or other aspects of human culture.  

Does the existence of internet based religion respond to the consumerʹs need for 

socialization and belonging to the community? Yes. Since, the characteristic of in-

ternet as a medium, and as a fragmented and deterritorialized space does relate to the 

need of finding the community with specific beliefs and characteristics, surpassing 

the traditional boundary of having to be in the same space or in the same time.    

What is, if any, the social, cultural and political engagement behind (in focus 

of) the internet based religions? The Social, cultural and political engagement is 

noted in all three religions, being not just a subversive notion but a ritual, or a sacred 

thought. Also, the political belief of the founder is crucial for the religion itself. The 

importance of this question can be seen in the ever more trending dilemma of sprea-

ding of information and author’s rights, followed by the attempt of the world go-

vernments to try to control the internet and the content, with possible charging of 

certain uses.    

Are internet based religions religions (per se)?If we consider religions as a set 

of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe, especially when 

considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies, usually involving 

devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral code governing the 

conduct of human affairs.Even though many theoreticians argue the acceptance of 

certain internet based religions as true genuine religious movements, it is undeniable 

                                                      
13 Online dictionary, accessed in September 2012 (http://www.merriam‐webster.com/ dictionary/god) 
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that they do have all characteristics of the traditional religions, and that some should 

be regarded differently and more significantly than others. Durkheim’s thesis that 

religion is likely to transform parallel to changes in societies (Durkheim, 2001, p. 

326). In different passages of The Elementary Forms of Religious Life he argues that 

religion responds to the specific social, intellectual and material conditions of a 

community and he makes the point that therefore no manifestation of religion should 

be seen as fake or false (Durkheim, 2001, p. 4). The authenticity of certain religious 

movements such as Kopimism is different than a joke or parody religion believing 

in a comic book creator. However, it is up to the believers to decide on the genuine 

authenticity of these religions, and then to the critics to either accept that or continue 

examining and denying it. Carole Cusack’s quote explains this notion: “if they are 

not serious, then they are not serious. But if they are serious, then they are really 

religious.”    

Is Internet more of a stimulator or facilitator for the creation of new religions? 

Internet is actually both of a simulator and facilitator and for some religions the 

divinity itself. It is both the sacred space and the sacred.    

Is the new media devolving or evolving religion?If we accept the notion that 

religion today is definitely changed and is changing continuously, is that change 

positive or negative. Is it progressing to a more advanced form of religion or is it 

negatively changing the preestablished rules and institutions. Majority of experts 

believe in duality of this, arguing that it is actually doing both. For instance, religious 

community apps for mobile phones, like iPhones, show a willingness to reach out to 

people through new technologies, as pointed out by Prof Tesner. Furthermore, we 

can consider that all new religion is devolutionary; people are more individualistic 

and less interested in adhering to established rules and institutions(Cusack, 2012).Of 

course, this implies that religion is evolving. Which is why it must be agreeable that 

the new media are definitely changing religion by making it adapt to the previously 

explained consumerʹs needs. Whether or not this change is negative or positive is 

solely up to the individuals opinion. 

Is new media contributing to secularization or re‐sacralization? Using technolo-

gy as a medium for spiritual fulfillment and development of the people contributes 

to re‐ sacralization. If we consider re‐sacralization as the return of religious meanings 

to public sectors of social life such as politics, the arts, and the body, and the resis-

tance of secularization( as the removal of religious meanings from public life). Non-

etheless, the society in which this is possible and acceptable lives in a secular climate 

which is why both of the processes are happening simultaneously, no matter how 

contradictory it sounds. Lynn Clark confirms this through the example of Kopimism 

and The Church of Google that are internet centered religions, believing that internet 

is a deity actually have elements of both secularization and re‐sacralization.  

What are the expectations of believers of internet based religions, and is there a 

distinc‐ tion between these expectations and those from other traditional religions? 
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The notion of the belonging to a particular community that one best relates to, 

followed with spiritual fulfillment and a creationism theory that is in best accordance 

with the believers personal opinion in itself differs from one religion to another, but 

in its core the expectations are directly related to the belief system of specific reli-

gions, and whence the comparison is possible but not relevant.    

As concerns the research’s hypothesis, all of them have been confirmed, some 

more than others. The new media landscape together with philosophy of intercon-

nected society is acting as a stimulus and precondition for the foundation of new 

models of religious communities. Moreover, even though the emerging of the new 

media has not developed completely new socio‐cultural needs, but has just awoken 

their manifestations, it is encouraging the consumers to take a more active role in all 

everyday rituals, changing consumers into creators. Thus, internet based religions 

encourage the development of new community models, in this way contributing to a 

more pluralistic and diverse society, through redefinition of traditional dogmaʹs and 

rituals adjusting to new types of communication and behavior of the modern society. 
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